Brief Introduction
Thanks for buying our company's products. After reading the manual, you will be able to fully master the use of your mobile phone, and appreciate all its function and ease of use.

Phone Book
This function could help you browse the phone book, store, edit and delete the names and phone numbers in the phone and SIM card.

Open
To read the details of the record.

Write Message
To send message or multimedia message to this record.

New
To create new phone book records to SIM card or the mobile phone.

Delete
To delete this record.

Copy
To copy this number to the phone group.

Speed Dial Setting
To set this record into speed dial. After settings, under the standby interface, long press the number key you've set to call this record.

Profiles
Standard/Silent/Vibrate/Low ring/High ring and vibrate

Call Log
Dialed Numbers
Under the interface of Dialed, press the left soft key “Option” to enter the Option interface and you could go on the operations.

Missed Calls
Display the list of your recent missed numbers. The operation is the same as the Dialed.

Received Calls
Display the list of your recent answered numbers. The operation is the same as the Dialed.

Rejected Calls
Display the incoming call records in the blacklist.

Delete All
To delete all the records of the Dialed calls, Missed calls, Received calls and Rejected calls.

Call Timer
To choose to view the call timer in SIM, which displays the last call, received call, dialed numbers and all calls. Press the left soft key, the time counting will be zero.

Call Costs
Display all costs, max costs, cost rate and cost reset.

GPRS Flowrate
To check GPRS flowrate of SIM and press the left soft key to reset.

Camera
- Environment: You can set up the scene modes as auto mode, portrait mode, landscape mode, nighttime mode and motion mode.
- Self shot: You can set up the timer as: deactivate, 3S and 10S.
- Lightness: There are four levels of lightness are available.
- Flash: There are three options are available, deactivate, auto and force.
- White balance: There are five options are available, sunny, cloudy, auto, tungst, fluore.
- Image size: The photo image size can be configured as: 320x240, 640x480, 1280x1024, and 1600x1200.
- Contrast: There are four levels of contrast are available.
- Image quality: There are two options in photo image quality, normal and advance.
- Image effect: The special effect can be classified into: normal, black and white, red, green, blue and...
negative.

--Shutter: You can set up the sound of shutter as: active or deactivate.

--Store medium: You can store the photos in Udisk, T-Card One or T-Card Two.

If you choose prepositive sensor, you can view the photo on screen and press the left soft key to get a picture. The settings of the icons are based on the following:

--Image size: There are two options in photo image quality, normal and advance.

--Lightness: There are four levels of lightness available.

--Contrast: There are four levels of contrast available.

--Self shot: You can set up the timer as: deactive, 35 and 10S.

--Environment You can set up the scene modes as auto mode, portrait mode, landscape mode, nighttime mode and motion mode.

--Image quality: There are two options in photo image quality, normal and advance.

--Image effect: The special effect can be classified into: normal, black and white, red, green, blue and negative.

Enter the radio interface, click the search icon on the screen and search the frequency by pressing the left and right keys.

**Record**

Use this function you can record or listen to your own record. You can also set the record as incoming call ring. The record file format: wav.

**Bluetooth**

- Handfree
  - Bar handfree function: Bluetooth earphone cannot be used when there is an incoming call.
  - Activate handsfree function: Bluetooth earphone can be used when there is an incoming call.
  - Switch on stereo earpiece: Start up MP3 player, you can listen to MP3 with Bluetooth earphone. (The Bluetooth earphone must be compatible with MP3)
  - Switch off stereo earpiece: Start up MP3 player, you cannot listen to MP3 with Bluetooth earphone. (The Bluetooth earphone must be compatible with MP3)
  - Delete the Bluetooth earphone.

**SIM card and support the background play**

This phone supports the *.3gp format and *.mp4 format. Click the shortcut key on the screen and you could rapidly operate the functions of the media player.

**FM Radio**

Settings

- **Display Settings**
  - Wallpaper settings: You can customize different wallpaper images.
  - Set idle display: You can customize the idle display.
  - Time/Date: Select the item, time and date will display on the standby panel.
  - Network name: Select the item, the name of network name will display on the standby panel.
  - Custom word: Select the item, it will display on the standby interface.
  - Contrast: You can set the contrast level of your phone.
  - Backlight: Backlight duration can be set as “Always on”, “30 sec”, “20 sec”, “15 sec”, “10 sec” or “5 sec”.
  - Keypad light: Keypad light duration can be set as “20 sec”, “10 sec”, “5 sec”, “Auto” and “Deactivate”.

This phone could play the MP3 stored in the phone and support the background play. This phone supports the *.3gp format and *.mp4 format. Click the shortcut key on the screen and you could rapidly operate the functions of the media player.